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Social Studies Revision Sheet  

Second Term 

AY 2017/2018 

Grade 7 

Name: ________________________ 

Grade Section: _________________   Date: __________ 

Section A:                        

                                  Endurance and My Role Model.       

1) List the six national priorities towards 2021.  

a) First-Rate Education, b) World-Class Healthcare,  c)Safe Public and Fair Judiciary, 

d) Cohesive Society and Preserved Identity, e) Competitive Knowledge of Economy and        

f) Sustainable Environment and Infrastructure. 

2) We have two great role models in the UAE for stepping up challenge that comes our way, 

name them Sheikh Zayed and Sheikh Rashid. 

3) Without challenges Victories and Achievements would be meaningless. 

4) Challenge is a chance to test out capabilities and knowledge.  

5) There are three impossibilities in life; the griffin, The Ogre and A Loyal Friend.   

6) Impossible cannot be where there is Perseverance and Faith. 

7) Competition always makes you Strong and Better. 

8) Time is life and as such you cannot store or paused at discuss. We cannot save it, and 

use it later. We cannot elect not to spend it, we cannot borrow it, and we cannot leave 

it or retrieve it later  
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9) Write the full meaning of G.C.C. Gulf Countries Councils.                     

11) What is endurance? Endurance is the capacity of something to last or to withstand 

wear and tear. 

12) Explain any two importance of endurance.  

i) It gives more energy to function better during the daily activities. 

ii) It improves the body’s ability to carry out normal functions including those of 

cardiovascular system. 

13) Define a role model. A role model is a person whose behavior or success can be 

emulated by others especially by young people. 

14) List the three kinds of role model. I) Community role model , II) Celebrity role model, 

III) Athlete role model. 

15) Why do we need role a model? i) Role model inspires and motives us. ii) They help us to 

draw values and our moral compass. 

16) Write four ways to become a positive role model. 

i) Self improvement,) ii) Healthy living, iii) Serve Volunteering, iv) Self Control 

SECTION B:                     

        Tick (√) for True or (x) for False to complete the sentence below. 

1) Time management is the act or process of planning and exercising conscious control over 

the amount of time spent on specific activities, especially to increase effectiveness, 

efficiency or productivity. (True / False) 

2) Assign a delegate someone for to important tasks that aren't urgent. → How to Prioritize 

a Schedule for Optimal Time Management: (True / False) 

3) Time is that which we cannot save it, and use it later. We cannot elect not to spend it, we 

cannot borrow it, and we cannot leave it or retrieve it later. (True / False) 
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4) Endurance improves the body’s ability to carry out normal functions including those of 

cardiovascular system. (True / False) 

5) Role model helps us to draw values and our moral compass. (True / False)  

 

  SECTION C:                      

Choose the correct option suitable for each sentence to complete the following; 

1) _______________________ is the process of planning and exercising conscious control 

over the amount of time spent on a specific activities.     

A) Time management                   B) Tool arrangement                      C) Personality and skills. 

2) One of these is not a factor affecting time management. 

 A) Influence of the colleagues             B) nature of job                    C) None of the above 

3) ___________________ the sudden uprising of the people all over the Middle East and 

Northern Africa.      

 A) Europe                        B) Arab Spring                                      C) Tunisia  

4) MENA means ________________________________________________________ 

A) Middle East and Northern America               B) Magic Eggs and Northern Africa     

C) Middle East and Northern Africa. 

5) All are factors causing Arab Spring expect one.    

A) Economic Mismanagement                 B) Human Right Abuse               C) Accountability and 

transparency of government.  


